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Hanky panky redwood city dancers

WARNING: This deal has not been verified. Due to the ever-changing nature of this industry, it is suggested that you call before visiting. Food 0% Service 0% Value 0% Ambience 0% Reviews &amp; Tips 0 $30 lap dances for a bunch of chubby and spent middle-aged women who promise they'll let you smell like ass-crack for......$30?
You know, since most of these women danced on stage, they seemed shocked that most of them weren't interested, and a little offended to see me yawn. Oh, well, at least they have their regular shoppers here who pay good money for cheap drinks and some ass smells. Source of review: 0 Scarf is the place, cheap beer and cool girls.
the skinny security is relaxed and the owner is a love. 4 stars because of the new lap dance area, made of office cubicles??? No credit cards either. Source of review: 0 Critics say it all. It's a place where dancers are going to die. A group of 5 of us came in at 7:30 on a Friday to start the night rolling. The view was interesting, to say the
least. It looked like a time warp in Tijuana and all that was missing were the donkeys. Review Source: 0 How You Review a Strip Club?!?! well, some girls were beautiful and some were like WTFFFF????? It's my first time here and first time in a bikini bar. We came with my friends and we had so many fans! We had a sugar-daddy gave
us money to give the girls, the girls were loose with us, since we are girls too. it was before a long weekend, so there aren't a lot of people there, so the dancers paid more attention to us :) I didn't like the cover load, but fine. It was fun! Source of criticism: 0 My friends and I had so much fun here! That's six of us girls celebrating a friend's
bachelorette party. All of us, except the bachelorette, had to pay $10 for coverage, which I wasn't a fan of, but oh well... we were there early around 8:30 on a sex night, so it was pretty empty... Most of the girls were just kind of hanging out... a good number of girls are actually pretty much (although there were some when we saw that we
were like DAY-AM as she got a job here?) we first sat at a table right next to the stage, but ended up migrating to the side of the stage when the best dancers came out. Not that many of them worked on the pole, except one girl (who came and spoke to us later among others)... this regular even gave us a few dollars to give the dancers
haha the dancers loved us and they even broke some rules for us ;) they then have our bachelorette party on stage for a special dance ;) at all we had so much fun here... I spent so much $$ : Review Source: 0 I have to start saying it's been a minute since I'm here BUT- It seems like nothing When I had a 1.5 km birthday, some of my
friends took me for an adult experience. I got in for free (It's my Biiiiirrrrthday!, cried the girl) and left for free a few minutes later. I would have paid any amount to leave. Ho.lee.mo.lee. Smells like old beer and the area around our table smelled like vomit. And I felt really bad for the girls. On the plus side, the place is very small, so running
away is quick and easy. As long as you don't have a stripper andondo your face with your love cookies like my friend Nick did. I'm sorry Nick! I hope you got out alive! Source of criticism: 0 It was our friend Rods' birthday this weekend we wanted to show him a good time.. Let me tell you. he was more than thrilled to get the special
treatment of the little person stripper by the name of biggy. An unmissable one. Source of the review: 0 I have been going through this place since I was a child. It's always been a silly joke, but I've always wondered what it was like in there. Then the day finally came. After my grandmother's funeral, we went to BJ's for a drink and a tip
from Molly. We laughed, laughed, reminisced and spent a few minutes deciding where to go next. Back to SF? Bars in Palo Alto, and then as a joke someone mentioned Hanky, we laughed, a moment of silence and it was decided that we were going. So at the door, the little man who doesn't speak English wanted you to pay for isis. I was
surprised. Three hot chicks to pay $8 on Hanky Panky! Whatever, there was no turning back. So let's do it. Sausage party as expected. dark seedy, as expected, older blonde sash, thick latina strips, a cracked skinny strap. Thick latin strips were the hottest, were guzzling crowns and small bottles of house sutter that I found hidden in the
women's bathroom that also doubled as their dressing room. There was a pool table and private rooms or more like urine tent stalls in one area. The guys were cheap and scary and kept asking when we were working. but we deserve it even to get in there. The women, though bruised, old, already had better days, and some chubby ones,
were giving some stellar effort. I've seen some real moves. One of my friends had her nipples licked by one of the ladies, and the other had her face seeded between the girls' cheeks, ewwww, I was in the corner drinking a $3 seltzer water. So we noticed a sign on the wall saying Thursday was women's night and all the women were kind
of out, so $4 instead of $8. So I marched to the doorman and got $4 back. Yes, take that! Anyway, I usually find women sexy, but my bisexuality dropped a few percent after that experience. It's worth the $4 just to finally know what's going on in there. Source of the review: 0 So either went to come here, or go see Twilight. Anyway, I still
have to see ladies of the night (and then some) if you know what I want We went in, and the place was almost empty... Like the feeling you have inside you when you come here. I have to say, not The A-Squad, but a star for effort and a star for the comic rights to brag. My friends paid a stripper to rape me here... you can wash, but you
will never be clean. In the future, if you're looking for tacos that satisfy, you'd be better off next door at Taco Bell. Source of the review: 0 A couple of friends and I decided to stop by and see what this place was like... From the criticism I didn't have high expectations. It seemed like this place is a local neighborhood like hang out at least
one weekday night. Very cheap; I got in for free and I was with some friends who got $5 each! Major Plus! The waitress here is so cool! I don't remember paying for any of my drinks! The girls here were all friendly and fun. It is not allowed to play and no lap dance. There are private dances where the girl is in front of you, but not even
close. There was a very pretty dancer, some well and some girls i wouldn't say seemed to have dancerbodies. Parking is a bit difficult, since there is no parking, so be prepared to walk on a block or so. Fun for cheap, bring many dollars to overcome the girls though if you want more attention. Source of the review: 0 You will be glad that
this place is not of total nudity. You wouldn't want to see that. I think the best description of the girls I could give would be this: one of them licked the top of my friend's beer bottle, and as a group we collectively decided that he should abandon that drink, or else risk having stripper diseases. (Maybe this is their plan to sell more alcohol?)
On the bright side, it's next to a Taco Bell. Source of review: 0 Last weekend I learned that in Hanky Panky.... Exotic = Chubby white girl entered Panky on Saturday... I admit it was early... 17:03... my friend and I were back in our car at 5:09... we only stayed there for so long because we parked 5 minutes away. We went in through the
door... I was dead of silence and some guys stared at us like we were about to take the stage... of the only girl I've ever seen... I think we had the same body type... so I understand the confusion. I'd say if they offered a buffet I'd come back... but I think it would be hard to beat the dancers to the food. Source of criticism: 0 Went there last
night with some friends.... $10 coverage and we wanted to go out, but since we came here and never went, so let's take a look. Oh, man, what a mistake. He left 20 minutes later. Lots of Latinos, watered drinks, smelly atmosphere. The girls... negatory. some of them were semi-decent... if its drunk, but they're a little on the fat side. I have
nothing against well-rounded women, but I don't think they should be dancing in an exotic dancers club. A girl that we, we were 5 months pregnant and we were all commenting on how she shouldn't be in this shipment in her condition. He later realized that that was just fat. Oh well... good experience. Review Source: 0 It's funny, I thought
to myself... Someone went over Hanky Panky... then go figure. Look who it is. I was with her. and target swimsuits would be a compliment. This place smells like beer, and that stripper perfume... However, they have a security guard to keep you stylish. But we had fun... Review source: 0 OK - so don't even ask me how I've been here. I
just have. I did the mission with a lot of friends once when we were wasted. Practically the scene here is a bunch of women writhing on the floor in target swimsuits. Do you want to go there yet? Source review: Nearby suggested lists close 2651 El Camino Real, Redwood City, CA, US 940611036 cilvēki atzīmējās šeit.Šobrīd slēgts·18:00
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